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We study the electron transport properties of a finite-length atomic chain created on an insulating
substrate. Discrete energy levels are formed due to the finite length, and they are expected to show
some trace in theI –V characteristics that are not predicted by an infinite chain model. Practically,
electrodes are necessary for an electrical measurement but they cause complications: energy level
broadening in the chain, chain charging due to the work function difference, Coulomb interaction
through an effective capacitance, and mode selection resistance. If certain conditions are satisfied,
depending on whether the highest occupied level is fully or partially filled in the chain, there is,
respectively, an offset voltage for the current onset corresponding to the discrete energy separation,
or the current rises rapidly for an infinitesimal voltage with a finite differential conductance on the
order of quantum unit of conductance. ©1997 American Vacuum Society.
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I. INTRODUCTION

As a result of recent progress in atom manipulation te
nology, it is now becoming possible to place atoms alon
line on insulating substrates by using a scanning tunnel
croscope~STM! tip as tweezers.1 The choice of such sub
strates is not trivial and we have proposed the use of a
reconstructed surface where the surface dangling bonds
saturated with hydrogen atoms.2 Atoms are placed at the
minima of periodic potential created by substrate surface
oms via van der Waals interaction. Since the band struc
and the Fermi energy are controlled by changing the lat
constant of an atomic chain, we can design the electro
properties and obtain the desired material. We have theo
cally predicted that a Si chain and an alternating GaAs ch
are always metallic, while a Mg chain is insulating or sem
conducting with a variable band gap, in the limit of infini
chain.3

There is a realistic limit for the possible length of su
atomic chains if we place atoms one by one with a STM
The finite length leads to the discrete energy levels in
chain, and this may give some trace in theI –V characteris-
tics that will not be predicted by an infinite chain mode
However, there are some experimental complications. E
trodes are mandatory for an electrical measurement. T
existence will broaden the electron energy levels. There
be space-charge layers with atomic dimensions at the con
as a result of the work function difference between the ch
and the electrodes, and the chain may be charged. W
particle exchange between the chain and the electrode
extremely infrequent, an effective capacitance at the con
will be extremely small and the Coulomb interaction will b
relevant. Such a small capacitance may lift the electron s
degeneracy. Under a certain situation such that the Coul
interaction is irrelevant and the discrete energy levels are
broadened significantly, we can expect two distinguish

a!Electronic mail: Yamada@loki.stanford.edu
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transport patterns, reflecting the discrete nature of the le
depending on the electron filling. If the highest occupi
level is fully filled, the current does not flow without a vol
age greater than the separation of the highest occupied
lowest unoccupied levels. Or there is an offset voltage for
current onset. If the highest occupied level is partially fille
the current can flow even with voltage smaller than the sc
of quantized energy separation, but the differential cond
tance will be limited on the order of the quantum unit
conductance due to the mode selection at the contact as i
case in the mesoscopic systems. Each time the Fermi e
gies in the electrodes cross a new chain level, there
sudden increase in current, and we will have stairlikeI –V
characteristics.

In Sec. II, physical processes at the contact between
chain and the electrodes are discussed. In Sec. III,I –V char-
acteristics for two different fillings are shown. The summa
and discussion are given in Sec. IV.

II. PHYSICAL PROCESSES BETWEEN CHAIN AND
ELECTRODES

Figure 1~a! shows the schematic band diagram for an
finite chain. The band widthW of the chain is determined by
the lattice constantd and is an increasing function ofd until
the band lines cross.4,5W does not depend very much on th
number of atomsN as long asN@1, and the average leve
separation is given byW/N.4 TypicalW(d) values are such
that a Si metallic chain hasW55 eV for d54 Å, and a Mg
semiconducting chain hasW51.5 eV ~valence! and 2.7 eV
~conduction! for d55 Å,3 so that the level of separation is o
the order of 1021 eV for N;101. In an isolated finite chain
the uppermost electrons lie at an energy similar to its co
terpart of an infinite chain, but the highest occupied leve
either fully filled or partially filled as shown in Figs. 1~b! and
1~c!, respectively. The filling is decided by the number
electrons in the chain, which is an integer in an isola
chain, and by how the quantized levels are formed. If fu
12805(3)/1280/5/$10.00 ©1997 American Vacuum Society
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1281 Toshishige Yamada: Transport properties along finite-length atomic chain 1281
filled, the Fermi energy, denoted byz and shown with a
broken line in Fig. 1, lies in the middle of the highes
occupied and lowest-unoccupied levels. If partially filledz
lies at the highest occupied level. The negative elect
charge compensates the positive nuclear charge, and
chain remains neutral in this isolated case.

When the chain is not isolated and is coupled to, e
electrodes for an electrical measurement so that there wi
particle exchange between the chain and the environm
the charge neutrality within the chain is not guaranteed e
in thermal equilibrium. The spin degeneracy is not assum
to be lifted throughout this article, but will be in a certa
situation due to Coulomb interaction through an effect
capacitance at the contact as in the case of a quantum
This is closely related to the nature of the contact betw
the chain and the electrodes.~1! If particle exchange through
the contact is extremely infrequent so that the electrons
strongly localized inside the chain, the expected capacita
will be quite small and the spin degeneracy will be lifte
The energy levels~renormalized to include the Coulomb in
teraction! are discrete, and the expectation value for the nu
ber of electrons in the chain is an integer.~2! If the contact
allows some particle exchange, the electrons will not
strongly localized in the chain and the effective capacita
for this situation may be large. The spin degeneracy and
discrete nature of the allowed levels are still relevant. T
expectation value for the number of electrons is not nec
sarily an integer.~3! If the contact allows extremely frequen
particle exchange, the electrons will spread over the en
system, consisting of electrodes and the chain, and the a
ciated effective capacitance is huge, but the electron en
levels are no longer discrete. The situation discussed in
article relates to~2!, although at this stage there is no qua
titative prescription on how to realize it experimentally. T
particle exchange rate is determined by the physical p
cesses at the contact, and is influenced by the distance
tween the atomic chain and the electrodes, as well as
work function difference.

As in macroscopicp-n junctions, it is expected that ther
are microscopic space-charge layers to absorb the work f
tion difference between the chain and the electrodes.6 The
widths are estimated to be on the order of several ato

FIG. 1. Electron energy states of a metallic chain:~a! infinitely long chain;
~b! finite chain with fully filled highest occupied level;~c! finite chain with
partially filled highest occupied level. Broken lines indicate the Fermi
ergy z. W is the bandwidth.
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layers~;1 nm! for the energy difference of;100 eV accord-
ing to a formulaw;(2eV/eNe)

1/2 with Ne
1/3;109 m21 and

e/e0;101 ~in this atomic scale, the dielectric function repr
sents the effects of many-body interaction5 but, currently, we
have no data for this value and employ a typical value
semiconductor atoms in the usual crystal structure!.

Figure 2~a! schematically shows an energy band alig
ment in equilibrium before the chain and the electrodes m
contact. This example shows a situation where the electr
work functionxe is greater than the chain work functionxc .
Energy lines for the opposite situation can be obtained wit
vertical flip of the energy figures.ze is the Fermi energy of
the electrodes measured from the bottom of the band anzc
is the Fermi energy of the chain measured from the low
level ~both excluding the core levels!. fe andfc are electro-
static energies for the electrodes and the chain, respectiv
Different from usual macroscopicp-n junctions, the electro-
static energy depends logarithmically on the distance fr
the center axis of the chain in this one-dimensional system
should be understood that the electrostatic energy lines
results of appropriate averaging weighted with relevant e
tron wave functions. The energies align with respect to
vacuum level, which is constant before contact.

After contact, electrons will spill out from the chain to th
electrodes in this example, due to the work function diffe
encexe.xc . Figures 2~b! and 2~c! indicate the equilibrium
energy alignment for short and long chains, respectively,
ter contact. The thick lines are the summation of the elec
static energyf and the Fermi energyz, and thin lines are
vacuum levels. Due to the thermodynamics requirement,
electrochemical potentialm, shown with broken lines, mus

-

FIG. 2. Effects of contact in equilibrium:~a! energy band in the electrode
and quantized energy levels in the chain before contact;~b! space charge
formation for the short chain after contact;~c! space charge formation fo
the long chain after contact. Broken lines indicate the electrochemical
tentialm. z is the Fermi energy,x is the work function, andf is the elec-
trostatic energy.
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1282 Toshishige Yamada: Transport properties along finite-length atomic chain 1282
be constant in equilibrium7 and is equal tofe1ze deep in-
side the electrodes. Ifzc remains the same before and aft
contact, the charge neutrality is preserved in the middle
the chain since the electron filling is unchanged there. If n
there is an exchange of electrons even in the middle, and
entire chain is charged. Whether the chain is positively
negatively charged depends on the respective magnitude
zc before and after contact, and this can be best visualize
plotting fc1zc2m as a function of position. If this value i
positive, that position is positively charged, and if negati
the reverse is true. The same argument applies to the e
trodes. The discontinuity in energy (fc1zc)2(fe1ze) at
the contact equals the work function differencexe2xc , but
is not necessarily a potential barrier height at the contact s
by electrons participating in transport. This is similar t
Schottky barrier not being an exact barrier height for tra
port electrons in a macroscopic metal–semiconductor ju
tion.

If the chain is so short that the space-charge layers at
both ends touch as shown in Fig. 2~b!, the charge neutrality
is broken over the entire chain, and electron filling for t
discrete energy levels is no longer equivalent to that for
isolated chain or, equivalently,zc changes before and afte
contact. This is partly due to the change in the number
electrons in the chain. Another possible factor, assumed t
irrelevant here@an intermediate particle exchange rate as
plained in~2! above#, but probably important in practice, i
the electron energy renormalization due to Coulomb inter
tion. The breakdown in charge neutrality can be seen a
nonzero value offc1zc2m in the chain.

If the chain is long enough to have a significant length
charge-neutral region around its middle, or the discontinu
in f1z at the contact is so small that the space-charge la
widths are really restricted within a couple of atoms, t
energy alignment will be as shown in Fig. 2~c!. The effects
of the space-charge layers are negligible around the mi
of the chain and we thus have the relationfc1zc5m. Elec-
tron filling in the middle of the chain is the same as that
the isolated chain. This limit corresponds to the situation
interacting Fermions described by the Tomonag
Luttinger model.8

In the special case ofxe;xc , there is little discontinuity
in energy at the contact for electrons at the highest occu
level and the chain remains almost neutral. If a tapered st
ture, for example, is successfully created at the edge of
electrodes, a gradual smooth transition of electronic prop
ties from the chain to the electrodes is achieved. Then, all
electron waves that match the chain modes can transmi
though those that do not match are reflected back to
source side, and all the transmitted waves are absorbed i
drain side. The number of electrons in the chain remains
same before and after contact to the electrodes is establis
In the limit of extremely frequent particle exchange betwe
the chain and the electrodes withxe5xc , the energy levels
overlap significantly to form a unified band and we can e
pect that an infinite chain model will well describe the ele
tronic properties, and that theI –V characteristics will follow
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A, Vol. 15, No. 3, May/Jun 1997
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that of an infinite chain. In the limit of extremely infrequen
particle exchange, the Coulomb interaction will lift the sp
degeneracy where the energy levels are discrete, and
Coulomb blockade effect will show a trace ofI –V charac-
teristics. In the intermediate limit of these two, we may e
pect that the spin degeneracy is not lifted and the disc
nature of the energy levels is still relevant, for which w
predict I –V characteristics.

III. EXPECTED I–V CHARACTERISTICS

With an intermediate particle exchange rate withxe;xc ,
we expect that the associated effective capacitance is l
and the discreteness of energy levels is still relevant, as
cussed above. Then, the electrons are less likely to flow f
fully filled case and more likely to for a partially filled case
where the maximum differential conductance is limited
the mode selection process at the contact. The expectedI –V
patterns are schematically shown in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b! for
fully and partially filled cases, respectively. For the ful
filled case, the current will flow only when the applied vo
age overcomes the separation of the discrete energy leve
in portion A, whereas for the partially filled case, the curre
will flow with an infinitesimal voltage as in portion C. Th
typical energy separation is on the order of 1021 eV for an
atomic chain with 101 atoms with a separation of 100 Å, and
this gives a rough scale for expected offset voltages. Whe
finite voltage is applied, the electrode Fermi energies in
source and drain split to support it. Every time the electro
Fermi energies cross a new chain level, the new level cre
a sudden increase in current by forming a step inI –V char-
acteristics as shown in portions B and D. A simultaneo
participation of two levels is possible if the upper and low
levels cross the electrode Fermi energies at the same t
within this present picture of irrelevant Coulomb interactio
The current onsets A, B, C, and D in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b! have
a finite gradient due to the mode selection process at
contact. As is often pointed out in mesoscopic systems, s
mode selection at the contact causes a finite conducta
even though the transmission coefficient is unity, and we w
observe the quantum unit of conductance~or its integer
multiple!.9 With this inherent effect, the differential conduc
tance of the current onset cannot be infinite experimenta
but is limited to be on the order of the quantum unit
conductance, and this situation is shown schematically
Fig. 3.

FIG. 3. ExpectedI –V characteristics:~a! fully filled case and~b! partially
filled case.
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1283 Toshishige Yamada: Transport properties along finite-length atomic chain 1283
The I –V characteristics are clearer in the schematic p
sentation of energy alignment for various biasV in Fig. 4: ~a!
V50 and~b! VÞ0 for fully filled cases, and~c! V50 and~d!
VÞ0 for partially filled cases, corresponding to A, B, C, a
D in Fig. 3, respectively. The chain level near the electro
Fermi energy is absent in Fig. 4~a!, and present in Fig. 4~c!,
and this explains theI –V pattern difference of portions A
and C at small voltages. There is a first current step B in
I –V pattern for the fully filled case when the voltage
increased and the chain levels shown with thick lines
involved in the transport as in Fig. 4~b!. The second curren
rise D for the partially filled case is due to the newly parti
pating chain level indicated with a thick line in Fig. 4~d!. The
current is expected to show a further step each time the e
trode Fermi energies cross a new chain level at higher v
ages.

The current value at a step is determined by either
electron group velocity corresponding to the mode
interest10 or the transmission coefficient.11 Since one mode
creates one discretized current independent of the voltag
the lowest order approximation, we will have stairlikeI –V
patterns as shown in Fig. 3. Taking the limit of the infin
chain, we have an infinite number of infinitesimally sm
steps, recovering the quantum unit of conductance m
ematically. In fact, the discrete energy separation is infi
tesimally narrow in the chain and the usual cancellation
the electron state density and the electron group velo
prevails. The current is proportionate to the voltage in t
limit simply because the number of modes participating
the transport is proportionate to the applied voltage, due
the continuous distribution of modes in the relevant ene
region. This is at least not contradictory to experimen
findings of the quantization of conductance in various me
lic wire structures with atomic dimensions,12 but it is not yet
exactly verified either. In fact, the geometry studied in R
12 is not quite the one-dimensional atomic chains discus
here. Also, we cannot completely exclude such possib
that they have observed, e.g., bimodal transmission in
diffusive regime.

FIG. 4. Energy alignment for electrodes and chain:~a! V50 and~b! VÞ0 for
fully filled cases, and~c! V50 and~d! VÞ0 for partially filled cases. Thick
lines indicate the modes involved in transport.
JVST A - Vacuum, Surfaces, and Films
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IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

The effects of the finite length of an atomic chain o
electron transport properties are discussed. Because o
finite length, the electrons form discrete energy levels in
isolated chain. The electrodes have to be placed for an e
trical measurement; this introduces interaction with the en
ronment. The particle exchange rate between the chain
the electrodes determines whether the discreteness of the
els and Coulomb interaction are relevant in the chain or n
With an intermediate particle exchange rate withxe;xc ,
depending on whether the highest occupied level is fu
filled or partially filled, there would be differences inI –V
characteristics. An offset voltage is required for a curre
onset for the former, whereas an immediate current onse
expected for the latter, with a finite differential conductan
on the order of the quantum unit of conductance. The typ
energy separation is on the order of 1021 eV for an atomic
chain with 101 atoms with a separation of;100 Å, and
roughly gives an estimation for the offset voltage. Each ti
the Fermi energies in the electrodes cross a new chain le
a step in theI –V characteristics results. The current mag
tude for each step is critically dependent on the phys
processes at the contact.

Lang has already discussed how space-charge layers
under a special situation in Ref. 13 with a first-principle c
culation. He studied the electronic properties of an adat
on a metallic surface, which could be regarded as an ato
chain with one atom connected to an electrode, and s
gested that the Fermi energy of the adatom aligned itsel
that of the metallic surface. The adatom was either filled
depleted with electrons, depending on the difference of
original work functions. The discussion in this article is co
sistent with this if the adatom is regarded as a shortest c
in Fig. 2~b!.

Lang extended his calculation to an atomic chain with
few atoms14 where Al atomic chains with one or three atom
showed larger conductance than that with two atoms.
assumed that the coupling of the chain atoms to the e
trodes was so strong that the chain state densities wer
longer discrete as in an isolated system, but had a signifi
width and overlap, showing only some peaks@corresponding
to the situation between~2! and ~3! in Sec. II#. Even in this
case, there was a noticeable difference in transport prope
between a two-atom chain, and one- and three-atom cha
and this article is consistent with his result. In fact, if the
chain is isolated, the parallelp state along the Al chain is
more modified than the perpendicularp states because th
Vpps coupling is stronger than theVppp coupling as dis-
cussed in Ref. 5. The highest occupied molecular leve
therefore due to this parallelp state and is not degenerate,
that the highest occupied level is partially filled in one- a
three-atom chains whereas it is fully filled in a two-ato
chain, which is the view here.

The prediction on the energy alignment in Fig. 2 m
seem a simple repetition of an old theory for a junction
two macroscopic materials with different work functions.6,7

It is pointed out that there would be a Fermi energy pinn
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1284 Toshishige Yamada: Transport properties along finite-length atomic chain 1284
mechanism at the surface due to the surface states,7 and that
the energy discontinuity at the contact was not always a
ference of two work functions. Such surface states do aris
the contact in our case, but only when the lattice constan
the chain is so short that the band crossing occurs, resu
in the Shockley surface states4,15 ~such a lattice constant i
4.2 Å for the Mg chain and 2.7 Å for the Si chain3!. Except
for this short lattice-constant limit, there is no intrinsic su
face state. According to Ref. 7, surface contamination or
existence of foreign atoms on the surface would also br
about these surface states, but we usually have
contamination-free situation within atomic resolution und
an ultrahigh vacuum STM environment. Thus, Fermi ene
pinning by this contamination route is quite unlikely.
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